
Property Easements and Your Responsibilities 
  

Many people don't realize that they don't "own" all the property around their house.  In front of 
your house, the sidewalk to the street is Sonoma District property, even though you are 
responsible for maintaining it.  Cleaning the sidewalk of dirt, rust, and mold buildup. Keeping 
the grass cut and presentable (this may include watering and fertilizer as required).  Maintaining 
any approved (Foxtail Trees) that are planted  curbside. All of this helps keep "curbside appeal" 
in Sonoma at its highest. Note: No planting(s) permitted besides the approved Tree which may be 
highlighted along with your mailbox using mulch or rock. Our Documents do not allow personal 
plants on common ground.  
⭐ In the rear of your property there is an an even larger easement( lake lots) that goes from the 
rear of your lot to a lake or berm. Here, again, the property owner is responsible for maintaining 
this area, but with some modifications.  Watering this rear easement is appropriate, but should be 
done so that the lake bank is not being watered.  Over saturating the lake bank will lead to 
shoreline erosion and  major costs to rebuild the banks. Lawn tractors need to stay back from the 
edge of the water to avoid bank collapse too.  Fertilizing this area should also be avoided. 
 Phosphates from the fertilizer get into the lakes and help create algae blooms and muck.   

🚫 Trees, bushes, sprinklers and other lawn adornments are NOT PERMITTED in the 
easement. Please keep them within your lots lines.Some houses (many Burger) in Sonoma 
were built with the sprinkler systems improperly placed and installed. Sprinkler lines and heads 
should not be outside your lots lines and into the rear easement, although the water may be 
sprayed onto the easement area , it may not spray the shoreline or lake. 
Your HOA Board of Directors realize that some of the above may come as a shock to some of 
you.  The Board is trying to fulfill its legal responsibility and protect the common property of the 
entire Sonoma neighborhood. With the help of  our Master Association, information was clarified 
& noted, any irrigation lines or sprinkler heads  in the Easement should be moved or capped . 
This is a builder / resident issue -Documentation supports Easement regulations. Sonoma nor 
Viera are responsible for this mistake. Sonoma is responsible for enforcing guildlines to protect 
all homeowners funds by asking owners to resolve if this issue pertains to you. Shoreline Erosion 
happens but slowly/naturally & steps can be taken to eventually place shoreline plants to 
strengthen the banks. It can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars in repairs. Sonoma has 8 Lakes 
and of those lakes No Owner has Ripiarian Rights. Please Check with Brevard County on your 
lot lines.  




